Quick Start

Guide.

Get Started
Welcome
If you're reading this guide you've already done one of the following:
Registered as a Snap Delivered customer.
Applied and were accepted as a Snap Delivered Driver.
Completed registration to become a Snap Delivered
restaurant partner.
Accepted an invitation and completed the process to be
a Snap Delivered Independent Business Owner.

Purpose of this Guide
You already know that Snap Delivered is different than any other
restaurant delivery service and that growth and success depends
upon a "word of mouth" approach to recruit individuals in all of
the categories mentioned above. This guide will:
Provide helpful links on how to use the various Snap Delivered
apps.
Help you to navigate the Snap Delivered
websites to find everything you need.
Give you strategies and access to materials
to successfully recruit!
Step up your CUSTOMER AQUISITION!
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Registration &
Using Our Apps

Registration links and App Tours
Customer Registration, Apps & Tours
Register as a Customer
Customer App Download USER App-IOS
Customer App Download USER Android
Tour of User App Video

Driver Registration, Apps & Tours
Register to become a Driver
Driver App Download Driver App-IOS
Driver App Download Driver Android
Tour of Driver App Video

Restaurant Registration Apps & Tours
Register to become a Restaurant Partner
Restaurant App Download Restaurant App IOS
Restaurant App Download Restaurant Android
Tour of Restaurant App Video
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Navigate Our
Website
Find it Online
Our main website and the portal to the entire Snap Delivered universe is
snapdelivered.com. If you've read this far in this guide, you are probably
not only interested in using Snap Delivered as your restaurant delivery
option of choice, but also all of the other opportunities that Snap
Delivered brings to the table. Here are links to very helpful areas of our
online presence:
Learn why we started Snap Delivered as well as how we differ
from other companies by viewing our Disruption Video.
To learn why you might want to do more than just order, view
our Opportunity Overview.
If you are already involved with Snap Delivered recruiting, find
your dashboard and resources on the Team Page and we have
a helpful video on How to Use the Snap Delivered Team Portal.
Access where you can pay to upgrade to manager, attend a
conference, purchase a specialized marketing video, and
purchase some swag at our Store.
To purchase OFFICIAL Snap Delivered high-quality marketing
and recruitment materials, trade show display items,
driver decals, and logoed apparel, visit our
ProShop. First-time users will need to
Register for an account before ordering.
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Our Social
Channels & You
Communicating Through Social Media
Our primary method of communicating with the public has been
through our Snap Delivered Headquarters public Facebook page. This
is where you should direct anyone that is interested in Snap Delivered.
This is also where we post important news about Snap Delivered as a
company as well as city openings and other marketing posts. We
encourage you to share these posts on your own social media pages.
We have two private Facebook groups for communicating information
to help you to be successful if you decide to recruit for Snap Delivered:
The Snap Delivered Managers and Above group page is for
managers and founders. Here they can exchange information
and also receive notices from headquarters.
The Snap Delivered Business Community group page is for
anyone else who would like to participate in recruiting for
Snap Delivered.
Both of these group pages will have daily posts of training meetings.
Other important social links include:
Our Vimeo channel for select training videos.
Our YouTube channel for promotional and
training videos.
TikTok for brand new promotional videos.

Coming soon - Instagram and other platforms!
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Recruitment
Resources
Anyone Can Recruit for Snap Delivered
Snap Delivered offers the opportunity for ANYONE who uses or
is involved with Snap Delivered the opportunity to earn money
just by helping us with word-of-mouth advertising. Have a
favorite restaurant, not on our app? Know someone driving for
those other guys? You can refer and sign up for any of these
and YOU EARN $$! It's easy to refer! Simply share the benefits of
being a part of Snap Delivered. You can find useful information
in these places:
Learn where to find and use your personal referral codes in
our How to Use the Snap Delivered Team page video.
Benefits of Driving for Snap Delivered.
Why you should become a Snap Delivered Restaurant
Partner.

You'll also find professional OFFICIAL Snap
Delivered recruitment materials that can be
personalized with your referral codes in our
ProShop
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Recruitment
Materials
Materials to Recruit Restaurants
Restaurants are obviously what we built our business around. So
recruiting them to partner with us is a top priority. Here are some
resources and tips to assist you if or when you would like to ask a
restaurant owner/manager to become part of our platform.
Snap Delivered Restaurant Partner Video
Official Snap Delivered Materials from the Proshop
Restaurant Recruitment One Sheet
Comparison Chart
Restaurant Recruitment Rack Card

Helpful tips:
Dining out? Get the manager's name and speak with
them then or set a time for an appointment.
Cold call in person. Ask for the manager's name and
best time to reach them.
Follow up within 24 hours and set an appointment.
When you sign a restaurant, ask for referrals.
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Recruitment
Materials
Materials to Recruit Drivers
We want to recruit the best drivers because they are the face of
Snap Delivered. Do you know someone who is already in the delivery
or ride-share business? Letting them know the benefits of working with
Snap Delivered is the best way to recruit! Here are some resources and
tips:
Driving for Snap Delivered video
Official Snap Delivered Materials from the Proshop
Driver Recruitment One Sheet
Driver Recruitment Rack Card

Helpful tips:
Approach drivers who are working with other delivery drivers
or ride shares.
Ask partner restaurants if they have any favorite drivers.
Look for drivers who are "hungry" to earn in other ways
besides just the deliveries.
Seek out individuals who will represent Snap Delivered well.
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Recruitment
Materials

Materials to Independent Business Owners

To truly disrupt the restaurant delivery service industry, we need to
grow quickly. We are constantly looking for motivated individuals that
would like to build their own businesses. In addition, when you recruit
IBOs, your team grows and so does your future income. We have a
number of great resources to help you to become an IBO and also
recruit others to do the same:
The Opportunity Overview video
Attend an Opportunity Overview zoom meeting. The links and dates
are posted in both Facebook groups.
Official Snap Delivered Materials from the Proshop.
Manager Recruitment One Sheet
Manager Recruitment Rack Card

Helpful tips:

Tell everyone you know or meet about Snap Delivered.
Invite them to an Opportunity Overview meeting.
Seek out people who are ambitious and willing to learn
and grow.
Once they become an IBO, continue to stay in touch.
Be a resource and work with them!
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Step Up Customer
Acquisition!
Materials and Methods to Recruit Customers

We want to help restaurants save on delivery fees, we want our drivers
to make more money than with any other delivery company, and if
you've read this far, you are an individual interested in making money.
Perhaps you even aspire to be a manager/IBO. For those things to
happen we need customers to use our app and make us their preferred
delivery service. Remember when you've recruited a customer using
your referral code, you earn when they order. So here are some things
that you can IMMEDIATELY (and daily) do to recruit customers:
Tell everyone you know, family, friends, and anyone you meet
about Snap Delivered.
Order from Snap Delivered for yourself. Post pics on social
media of you receiving and enjoying your delivery.
We announce new city openings on our Facebook
Headquarters page. Share those posts, but add your
customer referral code on your social media.
There are free, corporate-approved posts in the marketing
section of our back office that you can use on all social.
Take your social media game to the next level with custom
videos personalized with your referral code. You can
subscribe to receive up to 16 videos per month created by
Staxx Productions.
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Step Up Customer
Acqusition!
Always have your OFFICIAL Snap Delivered business card to hand
out. We have 6 different designs in the Proshop. The best thing
about the cards is that there is a place for your QR code to recruit
restaurants and drivers as well as customers!

Send the Snap Delivered: Delivery in a Snap email to everyone
in your email list. Don't have a bulk email provider? We use
Constant Contact and you can receive a FREE TRIAL.
Send a Try Snap Delivered text message to everyone in your
phone.
Official Snap Delivered Materials from the Proshop:
Business Cards
Customer Recruitment One Sheet
Customer Recruitment Rack Card
Door Hangers

Keep the one sheets and/or the rack cards on hand to give out
when you meet people or if you are attending a networking event.
Use the door hangers when your city opens or when you add more
restaurants!
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Step Up Customer
Acquisition!
Attend Chamber and Networking meetings where you can have a
display. Have people register their name, email and phone
number for a chance to win something (Gift card from a partner
restaurant, Snap Swag) add them to a new list and send the Snap
Delivered: Delivery in a Snap email to them.
Send Customer Text Messages to everyone in your phone.
Use the Official Snap Delivered Trade Show Materials from the
Proshop:
Retractable Banner
Table Cloth
Pens & Water Bottle
When you sign up a restaurant remind them how much
they save if their customers use us! Ask them to spread
the word and come back with a stack of our Instant
Restaurant Customer Recruitment flyers that you
personalize with their QR code or yours!
If they have a customer email database,
ask them to send out the Our New
Preferred Delivery Partner email. If they
need an email service they can receive a
Constant Contact FREE TRIAL.
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Step Up Customer
Acquisition!
If a restaurant partner is particularly popular you (or they may
want to upgrade to Official Customizable Restaurant Marketing
Materials from the Proshop.
Cards to go inside of take out or
other delivery orders
Rack Cards
Table Tents
Door Decals

Use this space for notes on your customer acquisition
successes. Share them in our group Facebook pages!
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Additional Snap
Opportunites
Snap Kitchens
Snap Cares
Snap Financial
Vidgo
NSUR Coin
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